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Wynn Macau Resort Hotel & Casino Project - Macau, China

Tivoli provided thru is parent company, Neo Neon, a blue Flexi-LED linear UL wet listed product. The application has the 
Flexi-LED hidden under a reveal and projecting light down to create a sharp line rippling effect, due to the combination 
of lighting and water movement. The location and direction of the lighting provides a mesmerizing, almost hypnotic effect 
that creates an ease of mind.

The illumination levels were low and discrete utilizing 1 watt per foot of energy. The power supplies were mounted
remotely and completely dimmable.
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Fastube - Stair Case Lighting
Incandescent Fastube was chosen because of it’s broad spectrum, low glare, low image distribution. The product was
produced to length at the Souther California factory using 40,000 life, T 1-1/4 lamps with high quality silver mag wire. The 
tygon tube was chosen due to it’s flexibility to fit the space and it’s coil-up ability cut freight cost.

UL listed - the power supplies are mounted remotely.

Wynn Macau Resort Hotel & Casino Project - Macau, China
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Wynn Macau Resort Hotel & Casino Project - Macau, China

In this application Tivoli was asked to design and provide a low wattage
(3 Watts per lamp) Tivolight Lamp which contained warm white 
randomly spaced cluster of LEDs mounted around a centred stem, 
inclosed in a G19 clear globe.

The 2400K LEDs were wired in series and operated at 60% of their 
design current, providing exceptional life.

Specs:
- E27 base
- 230 Volt

Tivoli designed & provided a modifi ed Tivolight which operates at 230 volts. This multi-LED “sparkle lamp” is a casino favorite

In this application Tivoli was asked to design and provide a low wattage
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Valet Parking Encore - Las Vegas
Tivoli provided Polish Gold extruded aluminum “Architectural 
Channel” with 6 inch on center E26 medium base sockets at the Valet Parking Entrance  to the casino.  The product 
design and wire way  listing allow for multiple pairs of conductors to feed thru for long product run lengths.  The lamp is 
a G16 incandescent “Tivolite” with a 25,000 hour rated life.

Switch Steak House at Encore Las Vegas
Illumiline was chosen to light the interior wine racks cases with 
2800 kelvin LED’s. The product used 2.1 watt per foot in a UL wet 
listed tubing, mounted vertically to deliver lighting across the wine 
labels. The 2” on center LED spacing with tubes mounted in all rear 
facing corners provided just the right amount of light to give even 
illumination.

Encore Resort Hotel & Casino Project - Las Vegas, Nevada

facing corners provided just the right amount of light to give even 
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ABOUT TIVOLI

Tivoli is the original innovator with over 40 years experience in incandescent & LED based linear lighting products.

The complete line of Tivoli Venue Lighting solutions are designed for aesthetic quality, performance, functionality and durability

Our venue systems are designed for functionality, safety and low maintenance in compliance with the NFPA 101 Life Safety Code. 
Our Platinum Series features the newest standard in theater lighting offering a full replaceable LED lighting system and is
incorporated into our complete line of LED Guide, Step, Wall and Seat Lighting products.

Using our expertise with color mixing LEDs for theater lighting we have created incandescent color equivalents and even
improvement to incandescent using LED color mixes.

As the market leader in emerging LED linear lighting, we offer a complete line of architectural, signage and auditorium linear LED 
based lighting systems. Our products are flexible, adaptable energy-saving LED-based linear lighting products for broad architectural / 
commercial applications, both indoor and out.

- Lighting is our business, Color is our concern.


